rates for nonhomogeneous Poisson counting processes are derived. A source coding theorem is proved and ratedistortion functions are obtained for the reconstruction of the sample functions of the latter sources. Distortion measures which depend upon the magnitude of the error as well as on a temporal weighting function proportional to the instantaneous intensity of the source are assumed. The analysis utilizes recent results concerning information rates for homogeneous Poisson processes and appropriate time-scale transformations, which map the source sample functions into an isometric induced source.
I. INTRODUCTION Information rates and data compression schemes have recently been derived and studied for homogeneous Poisson processes, The reconstruction, under a fidelity criterion, of the sample functions and the increments of a Poisson process is studied in [l ] and [2] , respectively. In this correspondence, we-consider the problem of data compressing, to within a prescribed accuracy, the sample functions of a nonhomogeneous Poisson process. Using the results (and notation) of [l 1, we derive rate-distortion functions and prove a source coding theorem for nonhomogeneous Poisson counting processes.
The nonhomogeneous Poisson counting process is denoted by {N(t), t 2 0}, N(0) = 0, where N(t) designates the number of event occurrences in (0~ 1. Its sample functions are nondecreasing (right-continuous) piecewise-constant functions. The statistics of the process are specified by noting (see [5] ) that the process possesses (nonstationary) independent increments, and that N(t) is governed by a nonhomogeneous Poisson distribution with mean mtr I.e., (1) for some nondecreasing mean function m,. We assume that m, is differentiable. The intensity function L, is thus given by 1, = $ m,.
We assume the intensity function 1, to be positive for (a.e., w.r.t. Lebesgue measure) each t E [O,co) . Thus m, = Ji a,, du is a continuous monotone increasing function. We further assume that the asymptotic average occurrence rate equals 0 < y < co, i.e., s f lim t-lm, = lim t-' a,d, = y. *-Pm t-rco 0 We study here the problem of representing the y, where
nonhomogeneous Poisson process {N(t), t 2 0}, with intensity function a,, by a reproducing counting process {m(t), t 2 0}, under a fidelity criterion. Results from rate-distortion theory [3] , [4] , will be used to characterize the best data compression scheme, i.e., that which yields, under a prescribed distortion, the reproducing counting process {s(t), t 2 0} with the smallest possible entropy rate. The latter is characterized by the rateManuscript received January 23, .1974; revised April 6, 1974 . This work was supported by the office of Naval Research under Grant N00014-69-A- 0200-4041. The author is with the Department of System Science, School of Engineering and Applied Science, University of California, Los Angeles, Calif. distortion function R(D), which is defined in the present case as follows [l 1 . Let N O,T = {N(T), 0 I z 5 T} be the realization of {N(t), t 2 0) over [O,T] , and let Ne,r be the corresponding realization of {T?(t), t 2 0). The distortion between N,,T and fle,z is measured by a fidelity measure
0 for appropriate nonnegative functions p( .) and w(t,T). The weighting function w(t,T) is used to appropriately incorporate a time-varying weighting of the time-invariant loss function p( .). Consider, as in [l] , the measurable spaces (Se,T,/?z) and (&T,flT), which contain all the sample functions NOST and fi,,T, respectively. The (nonhomogeneous) Poisson probability measure pT is set to operate on the source space (Se,T,&). A transition probability measure qT is then an appropriate mapping from S 0,T x :O,T into [OJ] . The joint probability measure on S 0,T x sO,T induced by pT and qT is denoted as PT.
The rate-distortion function of the source [sO,T,/~T,PT], w.r.t. the fidelity criterion pT(.), is then defined as follows. For each
For any measures pT, qT, the resulting average mutual information measure of the joint probability space is ZT(NOpT; @o,T), and we define 
T+CD
In this correspondence, we show that a source coding theorem holds for the nonhomogeneous Poisson process source, and also derive expressions for R(D) under a specific fidelity criterion.
II. DISTORTION MEASURE FOR NONHOMOGENEOUS POISSON

PROCESSES
We consider the reconstruction of the sample function NO,T of a nonhomogeneous Poisson process with intensity function 1, and mean function m, by a piecewise constant sample function flo,r, Equivalently, the stochastic sequence {W,,W,,. . . W,(,,,N(T)} associated with the nonhomogeneous Poisson point process is to be reconstructed by the sequence {fil,tiz,. . .@icT,,fl(T)), where W, and I@,, denote the instants of nth event occurrence associated with NO,T and flo,z, respectively. We need first to choose an appropriate fidelity measure pT( .). We take the timeinvariant loss function p( .) of (4) to equal the magnitude error
The weighting function w(t,T) needs to be introduced to account for the nonstationarity of the increments and is chosen to be linearly proportional to the intensity function a,, so that a higher distortion weight is attached to times at which the occurrence intensity 1, is higher. Thus a higher reconstruction accuracy is required at the latter times, for any fixed prescribed accuracy E [p,(a)]. Hence we choose
Subsequently, the resulting fidelity measure (4) utilized here is by given by
for any counting function iV&+ and its reproduction tie,,,, in 0 (lo) so, , =*. The metric spaces (Se,z&) and (So,,,*,&,*) can now be observed to be isometric. As in [l, proposition 21, we can also observe here the following (which follows from (13)- (15) rated in (10) to yield (14). Thus the mapping g is a one-to-one Proposition 1 indicates the form of the fidelity measure measure-Preserving transformation between (Se,r&) and utilized here when reconstructing (over [O,T] ) the point process (Se,,,*,&,*), so that the latter spaces are isometric. Q.E.D. {W,, n 2 1) by the point process {en,, n 2 1). In particular, we note that the error assumed when representing the instant W, = t, by tin = tn is proportional to ImEn -mt^,l, which equals the average number of source occurrences in (min [tn, Z,,] , max [t&l). The distortion measure of (11) is thus an appropriate intensity-sensitive fidelity criterion when considering a nonhomogeneous Poisson process. This measure also allows us to readily obtain the associated rate-distortion function, using the results of [l] for homogeneous Poisson processes.
III. INFORMATION RATES FOR NONHOMOGENEOUS POISSON PROCESSES
Transformation (12) maps the source (SO,J3r,pT) into the new source (So,,, , mT , * /I * pm,*), with the induced probability measure pm,* (SO that &.(A) = P,,*(g(&), VA o /IT). We now let qT and qT* denote the transition probability measures, mapping SO,T x So,T and So,,, x Soo.,+*, respectively, into [O,l 1. Then, we set dT and dT* as the joint probability measures on So,, x So,, and So,,,* x So,,,*, respectively, induced by (PT,qT) and (PmT*'qmT *), respectively. Subsequently, incorporating the result of Proposition 2, we conclude the following, where Proof: Since M,,,, and &io,,,, are one-to-one mappings of In particular, since m, is a monotone COUtiUUOUS function, we NO,T and NO,T, respectively, we have for each qT and the induced note that the transformation g(e) is a one-to-one mapping qm,* (according to transformation g) that between the two spaces Se,, and So,,,* containing all the counting functions {NO.T} and {MO.,,,_}, respectively. Moreover, IT(No,T; flO,T> = An,Wo,,,; fio,m,>.
(18) we can make the latter two spaces isometric as follows. considers two functions identical if they are a.e. equal, w.r.t. Considering now data-compressing operations on the original Lebesque measure.) The (time-scaled source) metric space is source and the isometric induced time-scaled source, we conclude now defined as (SO,,+*,pmT*), where the metric pm,* is defined that they are equivalent in the following sense.
Theorem I: Consider the original source (S,,,,p,,p,) and the Theorem 3: The rate-distortion function R(D) of a nonisometric induced time-scaled source (SO,mT*,p,,,T*,p,,,T*). Then homogeneous Poisson counting process with (monotone) mean a source coding theorem holds for the one source if and only if function m,, with respect to distortion measure (lo), is given by it holds for the other. Moreover, the corresponding rate-distortion functions R(D) and R* ( 
T-t03 which yields (19) since lim,,, (T-'m,) = y (where we ncte where y = lim,,, T-'mT.
that mT --f co as T -+ co). Furthermore, we observe that using We note that when m, = It, the counting process {N(t), Theorem 1 indicates that rate-distortion functions and data compression schemes for the time-scaled source can be readily transformed into the corresponding functions and schemes for the original sdurc.5. The latter property is particularly useful when the rate-distortion analysis for the time-scaled source is easier to perform. This is the case for the present problem.
While Propositions 2 and 3 and Theorem 1 are general statements, essentially independent of the particular structure of the source probability measure pT, the latter plays an essential role in the following analysis. The following property is well known (IS, P. 1261).
Proposition 4: The counting process {M(t), t 2 0}, as defined by (12), is an homogeneous Poisson counting process with intensity I = 1. Proposition 4 thus indicates that the time-scaled source (S&nIT9PlnT*) is a Poisson source with unit intensity. Furthermore, Theorem 1 enables us to utilize our results in [l] for homogeneous Poisson sources to deduce a source coding theorem and to find rate-distortion functions for nonhomogeneous Poisson processes, as follows (see [I, theorems 1 and 31).
Theorem 2: Consider the nonhomogeneous Poisson source {N(t), t 2 0) with mean function m,, having rate-distortion function R(D) with respect to fidelity criterion (4) with w(t,T) given by (9), so that E{p,(N,,,; N,,l) 1 flo,l = y} < co for some reproducing realization y. Then, for any E > 0 and any D > 0 such that R(D) < co, there exists a code with rate less than R(D) + E, that tracks the source for all time with fidelity (D + E), and there are no D-admissible codes of rate R < R(D).
IV. DATA COMPRESSION SCHEMES FOR NONHOMOGENEOUS POISSON COUNTING PROCESSES
The analysis in Section III indicated that data compression schemes for homogeneous Poisson processes are transformed to corr&ponding ones for nonhomogeneous Poisson processes, by applying transformation (13). Thus under the iatter transformation, a data compression scheme for homogeneous Poisson processes with rate-distortion relationship R,,+@)(D), operating over time interval [O,mT] , will yield a transformed data compression scheme for the nonhomdgeneous Poisson process with ratedistortion relationship over [O,T] , RTcNri)(D), given by RTcNH)(D) = T-lmTR,,'H)(D).
(23 Consequently, the vafious practical data compression schemes analyzed (and structurally optimized) in [l] are readily transformed to practical data compression schemes for nonhomogeneous Poisson processes. Their performance subsequently follows from (23).
For example, consider the data compression scheme for {M(t), t 2 0) which transmits the sequence {M,, n = 1,. . ., N} under the partitioning {ti* = i AT, i = 1,'. .,N} of [O,mT] , where
and to & 0, N AT = mT. The reconstruction procedure adopted by this scheme yields the following estimates of the instants of occurrence {GE*, n = 1,2,. . ,M(m,)}. For Mk = 0 we set h;lk = 0; for Mk > 0, we set I%?~ = Mk and let all the Mk occurrence times to be concentrated at [k -1 + 6(M,)] AT; thus
where 0 < 6(M) < 1, VM. At the latter point, the reproducing process {&f(t), 0 I t < mT} will have a jump of size Mk. The rate of this code is given by
where H,(X) denotes the entropy measure of a Poisson variable with mean X. The parameters {6(M)} are now chosen to minimize the resulting distortion (14), since R(AT) is independent of 6. The latter minimization (see [l, theorem 51) yields the optimal value of 6(M) = l/2, and the resulting rate-distortion relationship H (40) R,JNH'(D) = p . 40
Transforming the latter scheme into a data compression scheme for our nonhomogeneous Poisson source, we deduce the following result. V. CONCLUSIONS We have derived a source coding theorem and rate distortion functions for nonhomogeneous Poisson processes. We have assumed distortion measures which are dependent upon the overall magnitude error and are temporally weighted according to the occurrence intensity. By an appropriate time-scale transformation of the source sample functions into an isometric induced source, data compression problems for nonhomogeneous Poisson processes are transformed into corresponding ones for homogeneous Poisson processes (solved in [l] ), and are consequently solved. Further applications of the approach developed here to data compression problems for other sources are currently under study.
Rate-Distortion Theory for Ergodic Sources with
Side Information BARRY M. LEINER AND ROBERT M. GRAY Abstract-The definition of the rate-distortion function is extended to the case of a stationary-ergodic source with side information, and the appropriate coding theorem is proved. Inequalities between the joint, marginal, and conditional rate-distortion functions for ergodic processes are given, and their implications in terms of universal coding are discussed.
Rate-distortion functions and appropriate coding theorems have been given for ergodic sources [l] , [2, sect. 9.81, [3, sect. 7.21 and for independent identically distributed (iid) sources with iid side information (composite sources) [3, sect. 6.11, [4] . We extend these results to the case of jointly ergodic sources and side information.
The rate-distortion function for a scalar discrete ergodic source and scalar distortion measure is defined as follows. Let {X,,} be a stationary-ergodic discrete-time discrete-alphabet random process with per-letter alphabet A,. We are given a bounded nonnegative distortion measure d(x$) defined for each (x,2) in Ax x A2, where At is the available per-letter reproduction alphabet. We are also given the probability mass function (pmf) q(x,) for every n-tuple in (A,)". The rate-distortion function Rx(D) is then defined as R,(Dx) = lim Ri"'(D,) n-+02
Rxc")(D,) = inf n-'Z(X,; 2") PEP P = 1 P: c P(% I xn)&Jd(x,,%) 2 D, xn,P, W,; 2,) = E ln (P(% I X,)/~(%J) Q4%) = c PC% I x,)&n) X"
where expectation is taken with respect to the joint pmf q(x,Z,) = q(x,)p(& 1 x,) and sums are taken over those elements with nonzero probability.
This rate-distortion function is given meaning as follows. A source code of block length L and size M is a collection of M code words or L-tuples of the reproduction alphabet (gl,. . . ,a,) together with a mapping from each source L-tuple to a codeword. Let x, be mapped into zL(xL). The code then has average distortion Ed(X,,P,(X,)). Shannon [l 1, Gallager [2] , and Berger [3] have proven the following source coding theorem. 
